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Fixed software bugs

Fixed software bugs
This chapter describes the software bugs which have been fixed in the new software release.

1.1

Dynamic features

1.1.1

Target properties were set to their default values
The Target Properties for the dynamic features Visibility and ColorChange from earlier versions (< 5.2.x) were set to their default values.

1.1.2

Formatting the DynIO of an edit box caused a crash
Certain constellations in format strings for DynIO links could cause the VG runtime to crash.

1.1.3

DynScale influenced DynMove position on VG platform
The calculation of the DynMove position of an object was influenced by the DynScale value
and, thus, was incorrect.

1.2

Deployment

1.2.1

Differential deployment via FTP did not work reliably
If a file was deleted from an HMI, this file was transferred to the HMI again and again during
a deployment via FTP, even though it has not changed at all.

1.3

Runtime

1.3.1

SoftKey masks with TopTop orientation
SoftKey masks with TopTop orientation were sometimes displayed incompletely.

1.3.2

Icon on display failed to launch VG project
VG projects could not be launched by clicking the desktop icon in the case of Windows CE
6.0.

1.3.3

Changes made to (Fill) attributes occasionally failed to be updated
The changes made to Fill / Line and Font attributes via STX occasionally failed to be updated
at runtime restart.

1.4

General issues

1.4.1

Compiler ignored selected type of an ellipse
For Ellipse objects the compiler failed to accept the selected parameter of the property
Type. It always used the parameter Closed.

1.4.2

Drag&Drop of objects in a container resulted in loss of data
Adding images from the file system to a container (group, button, etc.) which was opened in
the component editor using drag & drop resulted in a loss of the whole container data.
The same happened if any object from another object pool was added to a container using
drag & drop.
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